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0 Light that shines from Heaven's shore 
Into this heart of mine; 

Now through me Thy sweet radiance pour 
And make my soul Divine. 

Teach me to know that Thou art LOVE - 
The one and only Power 

That lifts mankind to Realms above 
In life's despairing hour. 

Blaze through my inner consciousness 
Thy all-trans~uting Fire, 

That I may live in righteousness, 
And have but one desire - 

To live to love my fellowman, 
And Thy example be; 

That through me all shall understand 
Thy Law that sets life free. 
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LOVE PURE DIVINE LOVE 
by Beloved Holy AEolus 

There has been much written and spoken 
about the quality of Love that it has become 
almost a platitude, but I tell you, beloved 
ones, that Love in its Purity is the Mighti 
est Force in the Universe. A man clothed in 
Love can proceed through the wildest jungle 
without harm. He can be a Peace-Commanding 
Presence no matter1 in what environment he 
happens to be or whatever condition confronts 
him. Through Understanding Love,an individ 
ual is in command of every situation that 
arises, including human and elemental tur 
moil. When you have learned to Love as the 
Masters do, you will become Masters of Life 
and your journey through the Earthplane will 
be finished. 

THE VIRTUE OF LOVING CHARITY 
The Archaii Charity 

I wish to emphasize the importance of 
developing the feeling of Charity toward all 
Life. We always endeavor to stress a point 
which will assist the chelas in an expansion 
of the God Virtues so necessary for advance 
ment in the Light. 

Let us think of the 9Sister Virtues' of 
Faith and Hope, as Our Combined Triple ac 
tivity of Love and Light always has followed 
along the same channel, it becomes the nat 
ural expression of My Light to appear where 
ever one or another of My devoted Sisters 
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have been. Our Three Lifestreams-- Faith, 
Hope and Charity - were accorded the privi 
lege of representing those Cosmic Qualities 
to this Universe when time was not and Our 
previous association and the Love-tie that 
bound Us caused the interblending of Our 
Life Essence so that, while We represent 
distinct Qualities in Ourselves, those Qual 
ities flowing through Us are always linked 
One with the Other,and when these Qualities 
blending in Perfect Balance flow Earthward, 
the lifestreams thus blessed by Their pres 
ence rises and expands into the full flower 
of that One's Divine Expression. 

In the Octave in which We dwell, We are 
not always aware of the activities of Our 
Brothers and Sisters, any more than are un 
ascended beings unless We have chosen to 
work consciously together, or for a discuss 
ed or cooperative Plan for the people of 
Earth. We may, however, expand Our Con 
sciousness to include the activity of any 
Being in Our Solar System by placing Our at 
tention upon that One, and in this way, We 
are automatically tuned in to the full ac-· 
tivity of that Lifestream. 

Sincere chelas are often plagued with 
certain qualities and disturbing manifesta 
tions that flow through their lifestreams 
which disturb their peace and orderly tran 
quility of the natural harmony of their 
beings. There are naturally harmonious na 
tures gracing the surface of this Planet who 
find themselves to be the central pivot around 
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which revolves a discordant stream of vibra 
tory action which makes the expression of 
harmony of such an one a much more difficult 
process and usually ends in a feeling of de 
pression or resentment by their peace-seek 
ing self. 

If individuals could but realize the Truth 
behind their present experiences, I am sure 
that the lifestream itself would be of much 
greater service to mankind. Qualities that 
manifest in the world around you are but the 
return of previously generated energy that 
has passed through your lifestream into the 
Universe and which must,of necessity,return 
to you to be loved into Perfection. There is 
no individual or manifest form, plant or an 
imal that can return or inject into your per 
sonal experience any quality which you have 
not in the first instance created. 

People resent persons, places, conditions 
and things because they have not mastered 
themselves. Beloved Saint Germain has said 
this repeatedly. The mass strata of irri 
tation, annoyance, rebellion, hate, anger, 
jealousy and selfishness is the sum total 
of all God's Energy that has flowed forth 
through any lifestream who has ever incar 
nated on the Planet Earth from the beginning 
of time. These stratums of discordantly 
qualified energy have no place in the Eternal 
Scheme of things, for all, like a tide that 
is dashed against a breakwater and returns 
to the ocean9s depths again and again must 
return to the lifestreams who have sent it 
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forth to be cleansed and purified before it 
can be returned to its original purity to the 
Father's Heart. 

These qualities are returned to the sender 
by other personalities or any channel that 
is open to them - not to plague or distress 
the aspiring lifestream, but because that 
energy must be blessed by the lifestream who 
originally created the dissonance. Such 
Blessing and such Love changes the quality 
into a harmonious expression and this puri 
fied energy is then returned to the Universal 
as Redeemed Life Force. 

Should the thought intrude i tself-·"I know 
all of this", My humble admonition would be 
to STUDY WELL THE QUALITY OF THE ENERGY WHICH 
IS FLOWING FROM YOUR LIFESTREAM! 

"I AM" Loving Charity, "I AM" the Love 
Breath of the Almighty, but My Charity has 
nothing to do with sentimental, impractical 
surface affection. My Love is a Scientific 
Law, and the individual who comprehends the 
fact that every experience and expression in 
his life is but God, in kindness, returning 
the energy which he sent forth through the 
centuries that it may be Loved into Perfec 
tion. This will remove all sense of rebel 
lion, resentment and a feeling of injustice 
towards the appearance that seems to disturb 
one's equanimity. It is not a resignation 
or submission to the human qualities and 
vicious projection that enter the daily life, 
but it is a calm, detached and yet buoyantly 
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happy feeling that you may Love out of 
existence both for yourself and anyone who 
has opened himself to be the instrument of 
the return of his energy, into a happy and 
perfected state of being. 

People with a harmonious nature have risen 
out of hate and the various qualities that 
manifest in the human mind but, nevertheless, 
they had to redeem previously misqualified 
energy before their present achievement. 
Every Ascended Master and Cosmic Being that 
has entered the Realm of Eternal Perfection 
blessed every electron that ever flowed 
through their bodies and drew every perfec 
ted atom through their own Being on their 
Pathway Home. He or she has then become a 
Cosmic Power to bless mankind's energy and 
raise it proportionately into the Heart of 
God-. 

There are voluntary incarnated spirits 
who choose to center themselves in a Group 
of lifestreams and bless their energy into 
harmonious channels, and these individuals, 
incarnate, are really Cosmic in their service. 

If you would serve with Charity, I ask 
you to never resent a human appearance, but 
immediately tune in to My Cosmic Heart and 
let My Flame of Cosmic Charity play upon the 
qualities and stand between you and thes~ 
manifestations, and then allow Me to amplify 
your Love, which is Charity, until that ap 
pearance is wiped out from the consciousness 
of life everywhere. You would like to see 
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a Universe in which there was no anger, in 
which there was no rebellion,no immorality, 
no jealousy, and any lifestream seeing the 
manifestation of these qualities in themsel 
ves or others ... if they would lock them 
selves in My Cosmic Heart of Charity, I can 
remove from the whole human race the funda 
mental rate of vibration of these qualities 
and their manifestations, instead of tying 
yourself to them by your attention, which 
only adds to the sum total, and like a law 
less sea, that flows through all who, in 
moments of weakness, become a prey to the 
mass pressure. 

My loving and sincere wish for you, each 
dear chela, is that you will put the Counsel 
which I have presented to you into practice 
without further deliberation. 

Your Sister in the Light, 
Charity. 

LOVE - by Holy AEolus 

To you I come, because Wisdom, when at 
tained is LOVE. The secret of Be-ing, the 
apex toward which all roads lead; the final 
illumination, the awakened Consciousness is 
LOVE. 

LOVE is a principle--a consciously main 
tained attitude of radiation. The children 
of LOVE are Peace, Contentment, Happiness, 
Beauty, Well-Being and Opulence. Light is 
the aura of LOVE. The evolving Flames of 
the all Pervading,Universal Onemustsooner, 
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or later, according to their individual abil 
ity, come to the conscious understanding that 
LOVE is the Ultimate. 

Patience is LOVE. Im-Patience is fear. 
When one loves there is no fear, and the 
pulsations that go forth from that one con 
tain no repellent vibratory action, but 
makes the loving heart a magnet for all good. 
The loving heart makes a shining body. Any 
quality in the emotions that is less than 
LOVE is opposing the natural activity of the 
Flame. When the individual allows the Flame 
of LOVE to expand through him, it is really 
God loving His Universe into Perfection. 

To define LOVE is impossible because the 
outer mind cannot comprehend it; but to seek 
LOVE from God's Heart is to find the great 
est ease and security in the Universe. Man 
has become many entities, separate and.apart 
and until he Loves himself back into the in 
di visible whole he shall not know happiness. 
Were a man to plunge into the heart of his 
own God Self and send forth the peaceful 
radiation of impersonal LOVE, though he never 
moved from the place of meditation, all the 
good in the Universe would-be deposited at 
his door -- for this is the Law. 

LOVE is not emotional. It has no self 
ishness within It. It asks for no return of 
Its outpouring, because no human being can 
generate LOVE. LOVE is given of God,by God 
through man. It cannot be bought nor sold 
nor bartered. He who would be a funnel for 
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LOVE must ask the God of the Uni verse to al 
low him to unite with the Infinite and Melt 
ing Consciousness of THE ONE into nothing 
ness. Such an one becomes a Lord of Love. 

LOVE alone is the reason for man's Be-ing. 
God individualized Himself that there might 
be more foci through which the LOVE principle 
might flow, and until each God-center becomes 
the fulness of LOVE there will be no peace, 
no security and no contentment. God, LOVE, 
holds every Being, every Star,every Planet, 
every Soul and all of Nature in the scope 
of His Kingdom within Himself. LOVE is fully 
acquainted with and one with.every part of 
Life and Intelligence in this Universe and 
there is no one shut out from this all-en 
compassing Consciousness. 

Those individuals who have entered the 
Realms of Nature, like Saint Francis, are 
able, by radiating LOVE, to feel the beat of 
the heart of the four-footed creatures and 
the birds of the air, and to feel the strug 
gle and the pain. In like manner, beings 
such as Dr. Carver,Booker T. Washington and 
Luther Burbank became one with Nature. The 
Master Jesus and Lord Buddha through radia 
ting LOVE became one with man. This under 
standing of all life through LOVE is not 
identification with misery, but is the capac 
ity to feel THAT within any part of Life 
which causes certain action and, understand 
ing the CAUSE, then they can heal. 

It cannot be stressed too powerfully this 
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contemplation of LOVE and the indescribable 
tenderness of God that throws out the wings 
of consciousness and gathers in the compo 
nent parts of Life, bathes them in the Life 
of the Spirit, and like a mother bird with 
its eggs, evolves a new life by the very 
warmth of its presence. 

To you, blessed children, who stand at 
the threshold of a new state of Consciousness 
I offer the Flame of Patience from My Heart 
for when you have become the Patient, Toler 
ant Man, you will be a Lord of LOVE. 

BELOVED LORD DIVINO, 
The Buddha 

Beloved and Blessed Spirits of God, do 
you know how much you are loved? Have you 
thought in your long and tedious journey thru 
the world of form of the amount and inten 
sity of Love that has been invested in your 
lifestreams individually? 

From the moment when you were called forth 
a sweet and innocent Spirit Spark from the 
Heart of the Universal Father-Mother God, 
from that very moment of individualization, 
Love has sustained you! 

Love has furnished for you, out of the 
beautiful Electronic Light Body of God Him 
self, the Electronic Form of your own Pres 
ence! 

Love has drawn for you the substance of 
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the Elemental Kingdom, which has made up for 
you an emotional body by which you might feel 
the glorious Nature of God -- by which you 
might feel Love and Harmony and Beauty, and 
every other feeling which is of that nature. 

Love has fashioned for you from the ele 
mental substance a mental form by which you 
might receive the ideas of the Universal and 
fashion for yourself an individual world-- 
peopling it according to free will. 

Love has created for you an etheric en 
velope into which you might record the ex 
periences in the use of energy and vibration, 
building into this etheric body the Mastery 
of Light. 

Love has drawn from the physical atoms of 
this world the very physical body which you 
wear. 

All of that electronic light substance is 
intelligent and beautiful, free life that 
chose to forego its happiness in Spheres and 
Realms of Perfection for the questionable 
opportunity of making garments for your 
souls. 

Love from the Kingdom of Nature fashioned 
for you this very planet -- a platform upon 
which your feet might stand -fresh water to 
refresh your bodies and garments, the beau 
tiful firmament with the blue sky of day and 
the star-studded mantle of God at night, to 
give you opportunity to refresh yourselves in 
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your journey through the world of form. 

Love through the great Maha Chohan, drew 
from the Kingdom of Nature into the Temples 
the tiny elemental forms and trained them 
to embody themselves in flower, in tree, in 
shrub, in grass,and the very substance that 
through Nature nourishes and sustains your 
physical garments. 

Love has done all of this for you! 

Love drew the Heart of Sanat Kumara from 
His Own Beloved Venus and helped Him to ac 
cept His self-chosen exile, that this very 
Planet Earth might be sustained and men not 
be found orphans without a planetary home! 

Love from the Heart of Sanat Kumara drew 
the response from the Great Gautama Buddha 
and Myself in His great desire to create a 
Hierarchy that might teach man again the Pow 
er and Mastery of Life within the Sacred 
Fire! 

Love has caused every Master Who has fin 
ished the journey of Earth, Who has stood 
in the Halls of Karma and Who has gained the 
Victory of the Ascension .. to renounce the 
Peace of Nirvana, the welcome of Life on the 
bosom of The Father, to return to work in 
this lower realm, to serve and set life FREE! 

Love created the Karmic Board, that the 
creations of your own misuse of energy might 
not be pressed too heavily into one earth 
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life but, in mercy, might be meted out cen 
tury after century, so that the soul within 
might find opportunity to develop and not 
be smothered in the creation of its own 
thought and feeling! 

Love kept the Angels in the atmosphere of 
this Earth when They might know the joy and 
happiness of Realms where there is no dis 
tress or sorrow! 

Love keeps Lord Michael in the psychic 
and astral realms, cleaning up the human 
creations, s9 that the clothing of every 
soul might be free of the appetites and pas 
sions and the lusts, which do not allow the 
soul to rise into the schoolrooms which have 
been provided by the same Love, to teach them 
the way out of their chains of bondage to 
Freedom! 

It is Love indescribable that has created 
and fashioned in the Inner Spheres those 
schoolrooms that do not just appear by hap 
penstance, -they are thought out of the men 
tal bodies of My Beloved Kuthumi, Beloved 
Saint Germain,Beloved Jesus and every other 
Master Who has chosen to contribute His 
thought and feeling faculties to create a 
focus into which the souls of men might be 
drawn, that they might be given understand 
ing. It is Love that has provided for you 
this beautiful focus, the physical Shamballa ! 

It is Love in each of you that responds 
to the magnetic pull of this Focus - and 
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brings you here despite the pressure of your 
own aura and your individual world and the 
heaviness that lies on your sweet souls, 
making you feel sometimes the task more heavy 
than that soul can possibly carry. 

Oh, My precious hearts, it is Love - Love 
alone - that has created and sustained this 
Universe! It is Love that keeps the very 
elements of your body from returning to the 
Universal! It is Love that holds the Plan 
ets in Their orbits -- the Sun in our Solar 
System? It is Love that carries the System 
in a perfect, rhythmic manner in a path around 
the Great Central Sun, moving ever,ever on 
ward to a manifestation of Glory which your 
precious hearts and consciousness could not 
conceive! 

Oh! If all of this Love has been drawn 
and invested in you, do you not think then 
that you are an important part of creation? 

When the Great Cosmic Intelligence from 
Whose Heart and Consciousness has come into 
being and formed new bodies for aeons of 
time, enfolds you with Love to sustain and 
develop your bodies,and through the members 
of the Angelic Host, the Devas, the Cherubim 
and the Seraphim, guard this Star and keep 
It in Its orbit ..• When Mighty Beings like 
Sanat Kumara should choose to remain in ex 
ile century after century ... do you not 
think that you have been created for some 
great Cosmic Destiny? Do you not feel that 
Love so invested should have fit return? 
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Is it not the hour when the sons and 
daughters of men shall rise and turning their 
attention to their own God,ask that they be 
shown WITHOUT MISTAKE what they as individ 
uals shall do -- for what purpose each one 
was created? Is it not time that the knee 
of the outer self shall bow before the Holy 
Christ Self? I AM the Cosmic Representative 
of the Holy Christ Self, and in all humility 
ask that the Will of that Christ Self through 
the outer be done. I think we have come to 
that day ... the day of complete inner hon 
esty and self-surrender when every man bares 
his head before his God - bows his knee be 
fore his Christ, and accepts the joyous, 
happy, harmonious responsibility of fulfill 
ing the Divine Plan for which Love has sus 
tained him for millions of years. 

It is not enough to be harmless ... it is 
not enough to be negatively good .• to cease 
to do evil. Those who respond to the Banner 
of the Christ must constructively be doing 
good. The Second Coming is individual, My 
beloved hearts, the Shining Christ Self of 
each one stands waiting to externalize thru 
the physical and inner bodies which It has 
sustained, guided, and purified and guarded 
for centuries, a portion of that great Divine 
Plan which can be manifested through no other 
lifestream. Each of you holds a thread in 
the Tapestry of Life which must be woven, 
and great the hour when the Cosmic Words 
might be said ''It is finished" and I may of 
fer to the Universal this Planet and all upon 
It, and say "Into Thy Hands, Oh, Father 
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Eternal, do We commend this Earth and these 
God Free Spirits." 

Beloved Lord Divine 
(The Buddha) 

EXCERPT FROM AN ADDRESS OF THE FIRST 
MAHA CHOHAN TO THE EAR TH •••••••••••••. 

0 mankind,who seeks knowledge whereby to 
attain happiness,know that your lesson lies 
within the contemplation of Love. Let Me 
point out to you the Love within the Kingdom 
of Nature, which on the evolutionary scale 
lies far below the potential power of man, 
Nature, which mirrors so much more of God 
Love than you, who are pre-chosen to be the 
Lords of Creation. 

Through the body of Nature comes all the 
substance to sustain the physical bodies of 
all life expressions. Without the Gifts of 
Nature, no food .. no clothing .. no physical 
bodies could endure for a period of more than 
a few short months. 

In return for Her Gifts which furnish your 
bountiful tables, She received back into Her 
self the poisonous excrement of breath and 
body, and, finally, the very decadent gar 
ments which you have worn. 

All this with the patience that is not of 
a century, but of so many countless aeons of 
time that it would stagger the human mind to 
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even contemplate it. 

Can you say as much for yourselves? Are 
you willing to absorb the evils of each 
other and actively replace them with the sub 
stance of Happiness and Good? Can you do 
this for the matter of a month or a year, 
not to speak of an Eternity? 

The rhythm of Nature is the constant re 
finement of the human race or a natural pur 
ification of the chemical action of self 
conscious beings, coupled with the actual 
throwing off by the same chemical means, of 
the wornout particles of the human body and 
then the renewal of the body and brain sub 
stance of the Race, which is also a conscious 
and positive action of Love. 

I speak of Nature today,not only to make 
man aware of the Love Principle that is with 
in it, but in Gratitude to the countless 
million Intelligences engaged in the Service 
of Mercy and to point out to the souls of 
men the activity which must replace t·he pres 
ent consciousness that refuses to lift the 
load or share the burden of these Beings; be 
cause, until this consciousness is replaced, 
man cannot come under the beneficent pro 
tection that the Nature Kingdom will afford 
in the Cataclysmic Changes. 

If Nature serveth you by taking the ex 
crement of your body, the carbon monoxide of 
your lungs and the decadent flesh of your 
garment and,with loving,gentle hands, gives 
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you in their place the leafy green, the fra 
grant blossom and the soft, warm wool or 
gracious silk, and you cannot take conscious 
or unconscious discord of your fellow man, 
consciously transmute it and, more than that 
give back a Gift of Tolerant, Forgiving and 
Raising Love .... you have not earned the 
right to live above Nature's Kingdom, or 
even parallel with It. 

I speak because the hour comes when We 
must have in incarnation those who at least 
are equal to the Nature Kingdom... We do 
not ask that they be superior to It. 
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BELOVED HOLY AEOLUS ••••• 

Every Virtue which man prides himself up 
on possessing is an indissoluble part of The 
God-Nature which man has tuned into and 
which he feels is his own. The Indivisible 
Nature of God is a difficult contemplation 
for man. As an example, let us take LOVE, 

The Love of the Universal Father is seem 
ingly incomprehensible to the human mind. It 
is an all-encompassing Presence which fills 
all the Universe and there is no nook nor 
cranny in manifest space where that Love is 
not. Man, to experience that Love, must in 
voke It through his own nature, and that Love 
flowing through him toward a temporary object 
of his affection is but part of the God-Love 
answering his invocation and welling up with 
in his heart, that he may experience with 
the Father, the Joy of expanding that Virtue. 
It is the Father's Love within him that gives 
him the ecstasy of feeling, and as he feels 
that Love, his own Love-Flame can intensify 
the initial pulsation according to Its ca 
pacity of unfoldment, thus he is a co-crea 
tor with his Father while expanding that Pure 
Love. 

That is the great kindness of the Univer 
sal Light, in allowing any man who desires 
any Virtue to share in the feeling of the 
God-Virtue which is part of his nature, and 
if the feeling given by God is sustained by 
self-conscious effort of the man, the indi 
vidual soon comes to that Unity which the 
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Ascended Master Jesus experienced through 
out his Ministry. 

If an individual desires to cease Loving 
because of so-called wrongs or injustice, he 
closes the door to the God-Pressure of that 
quality of Divine Love and then the individ 
ual suffers from bitterness and human exper 
ience. Thus does an individual, through 
bitterness, shut himself off from the God 
Pressure of Mercy, of Peace, of Harmony or 
any of the other God-Virtues. 

Invoke the Father's Love, His Mercy, His 
Harmony and Purity, then while bathing in 
the Nature of the Father's Consciousness, 
learn to supplement that Nature by the in 
dividualized Power of Creation anchored in 
the Immortal, Victorious Three-fold Flame 
within the heart and expand the God Virtue 
for the enrichment of all Life. 

My children, this is the True Way and 
Means by which sustained Happiness and Self 
Expression may finally fulfill your indi vi d 
ual destiny. 

************ 
I have been sitti~g in My study here at 

Ceylon contemplating what message I should 
give you this week as the first of the new 
series begins. 

I have come to the conclusion that I would 
tell you how very grateful I am to each and 
every one of you for your selfless Love and 

your constancy of Service ... and for the 
respect with which you treat the Instruction 
which it is My privilege to give you each 
week. 

Would that you could see the pulsating 
bands of Light which flow from your hearts 
to Mine and how I lovingly amplify that 
Light and Love to you. Truly are our hearts 
entwined in Pure Di vine Love, and it is thru 
such association that miracles can be per 
formed to return this Sweet Earth to Her 
pristine Beauty. 

Never underestimate the Power of Divine 
Love and the more you grow in the understand 
ing of this Virtue,the more will you desire 
to forge onward, ever onward,into the Heart 
of the One Supreme Source of all Love. 

Divine Love is such a Holy Feeling that 
words are not required to express Its Bene 
diction,ao in the knowing that you Love Me, 
and I you, do we join our hearts in sweet 
ecstasy to expand the Love of the Father 
Mother God to all Their Children, everywhere. 

What is the basis for all unfoldment of 
a Spiritual Nature? It is Love,Pure Divine 
Love. 

In the Retreats throughout the world men 
have entered the Path toward realization for 
many reasons, but those who really attained 
the awakening had developed within themselves 
a sincere and deep Love of the CAUSE behind 
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all manifestation which they felt was intel 
ligently directing the Universe, the Stars 
and the Planets, through selfless Love which 
is the Cohesive Power of all Creation. 

These awakened beings felt their own be 
ing, their individuality, as a Gift of this 
Great First Cause, and through a sense of 
Honor and Devotion were earnestly desirous 
of complementing the Purpose and Design be 
hind the Plan, in order to justify their 
being by consciously entering and coopera 
ting with the manifestation of that Plan.· 

In the present day evolution,through the 
Grace of the Sun behind the Sun, the Cosmic 
Beings and Ascended Masters have been grant 
ed the Dispensation to send the Directives 
of the Spiritual Hierarchy to the chelas who 
have awakened to the point where the Inner 
Desire is to know God's Plan and their pur 
pose in being. 

When the chela will allow his interest to 
fan his Love and he becomes one who carries 
these Directives of the Almighty through 
worded or printed instruction and through 
radiation, he can be sure that the Hierarchy 
assigned to this Planet are required to pre 
sent to him from time to time disciplinary 
measures which will forward his evolution, 
and through him all mankind. 

I implore you and humbly suggest that your 
Love for the Spiritual Hierarchy and the Plan 
for Universal Perfection of the race will 
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cause you to use and use the Activities of the 
Sacred Fire which We have been privileged to 
present to you from time to time ..• always 
remembering the Sponsors and the Thought Form 
for the current year. 

********** 

Beloved of My Heart: 

Let us send our Love to the Karmic Board, 
those Mighty Beings of Light who serve in Cos 
mic Mercy to bring the children of Earth to 
the realization of their reason for being. 

It is an awe-inspiring sight to see these 
magnificent Beings reviewing the various Pe 
titions which are presented to Them by other 
Members of the Spiritual Hierarchy and by the 
chelas who pledge their energies to a cer 
tain Cause. 

We have said many times tha-l; the Members 
of the Karmic Board are dispassionate, re 
viewing only the merit of a petition and the 
energy which will be required to fulfill that 
purpose. However, those of Us Who have the 
privilege of counselling with Them can state 
that We notice the happy and pleasurable Ra 
diation which emanates from Them while They 
are considering a certain plea. It is as 
though They were thinking "It is wonderful 
to see the development of that chela, or 
chelas, over the recent years." 

I bring this to your attention- in order 
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that you will remember some of the Love which 
They so lavishly shower upon you and all the 
children of Earth, for They deal with the 
Earth in Its entirety, and this is no small 
project. 

Always bear in mind that as you send your 
Love to another part of Life, more of that 
Holy Essence is released to you, for further 
expansion of that Virtue. 

********* 
BELOVED NADA •••••• 

Love is in every manifestation - for Love 
is God; God is Love - and no matter how man 
may try to refute this fact. it will remain 
an Eternal Verity! 

Why do we hear the hue and cry of the young, 
others too, seeking Love? The hour is upon 
us when the Holy Christ Self must be allowed 
to express Itself according to the Divine 
Plan in the world of form. All Life is feel 
ing the pressure from within.A certain peri 
od of time has been allotted for gestation 
in all life, and through the centuries man 
has engaged in a stillborn activity, and in 
succeeding embodiments was given another op 
portunity to bring forth the Christ ... that 
glorious Golden Man imprisoned through the 
centuries by man's misuse of Free Will. 

The time has approached when the Cosmic 
Law has said - "NO MORE" ! If the peoples of 
this Planet stubbornly refuse to allow the 
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Christ to manifest and be the Directing In 
telligence through their lower garments, 
these individuals will either have to serve 
in the Temples at Inner Levels. for this pur 
pose, OR ... go to another Planet of lesser 
development in their next embodiment! 

You know, the Earth has been referred to 
many times, as a Schoolroom, which indeed 
it is. If an individual is studying in an 
outer world school to accomplish a specific 
purpose or development which he, through 
free will, has chosen, and repeatedly fails 
in his attempts, his Instructor advises him 
to take another course, to develop some oth 
er latent talent. You see, the potential is 
there otherwise his desire to accomplish 
that purpose would not have been presented 
to him. But through lethargy or lack of in 
terest, or willful disobedience to the in 
struction given, he fails, then it is wise 
to pursue another course. This sometimes 
happens when his parents or others endeavor 
to direct him into a specific line,which is 
not compatible to his present development. 

There are many magnificent lifestreams 
who are waiting at the Gates of Birth for 
an opportunity to come to Earth who also 
have the potential to weave that thread or 
particular gift into the Pattern of the 
Earth, who will come forth to replace another 
who also has the potential but through re 
sistance to the Spiritual Law does not com 
plete the Plan given to his Holy Christ Self 
and which is constantly and consciously 
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impressed upon his outer- consciousness. 

It is ordained, as you know, that the Earth 
shall return to the Perfection She originally 
expressed without further delay and those 
lifestreams who have been receiving intens 
ive training at Inner Levels must be given 
the opportunity to come to Earth and assist 
in this purpose. Should the question come 
into your consciousness that each individual 
has his or her own Plan to express in the 
Universal Scheme of Things, how then can 
another take his place? All water is one, 
just as are the other elements, and this means 
that somewhere in the Kingdom of Perfection 
a lifestream must bring a specific gift. It 
does not imply that it has to be on Long I& 
land, in South America, Asia,or another lo 
cation. The Body of God is made up of the 
entire Universe and everyone, some time in 
his evolution, must weave the thread of his 
Light into the Over-All Pattern of Creation. 
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You have been 
is the Permanent 
thus all that is 
be transmuted or 

told that the Incoming Age 
Golden Age for this Planet, 
less than Perfection must 

otherwise removed. 

I have been speaking of the rank and file 
dwelling hereon. Let us come specifically 
to the student on the Path- to the chela 
who has been given the privilege of receiv 
ing instruction from the Host of Heaven thru 
THE BRIDGE and other dedicated avenues! 

Your responsibility is of great magnitude 

for you have been given the Way and Means of 
purifying yourselves and to right your wrong 
doings- your misqualification of energy in 
previous embodiments. Listen carefully when 
I say that you have done well, exceedingly 
so, and deserve commendation. However, as 
the Beloved Jesus recently brought to your 
attention, you are now the Shepherds of the 
Race! Can each of you say, in all truthful 
ness, that you are expressing the Christ 
Presence in all your actions. Think deeply 

. on this! 
********** 

LORD DIVINO •...••••.• 

I do not wish to appear severe but I love 
you! I love you enough to endeavor to con 
vey into your feelings and realization that 
the Master Power of the Universe is within 
your heartbeat! It is not in any outside 
form. It is not in reliance upon Angels, or 
Masters, though They may assist you! It is 
in the drawing and developing of the control 
of the Primal Essence as It flows through you, 
sending It forth with constructive intent 
and purpose. 

Accept joyously the free Life which is 
yours. When you are privileged to look with 
open eyes at the electronic stream of pure 
energy that flows into the lifestreams of a 
city, you will understand something of Our 
Feeling when We must stand silently by and 
see that reservoir of God Intelligent Energy 
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Pure and Perfect, sweep into the qualifying 
centers that create an aura which I shall not 
describe. The power of a city is in the 
hearts of its people. The power of your life 
is in your own heart! The power of a Sanc 
tuary is in the hearts of the worshippers. 
The power of a home is in the hearts of the 
family. The healing of the sick is in the 
heart of the afflicted! 

Won't you help Me to release that Flame 
within your heart? Let It flow as easily as 
you turn on the switch and illumine your 
room. Rest on the bosom of your own God! 
Lean on those everlasting Arms! Stop trying 
mentally but earnestly,humbly, honestly and 
sincerely stand before that Light. Place your 
hand over the beat of your heart and accept 
the TRUTH in the words of the Man you have 
followed for centuries: "For Thine is the 
Kingdom and the Power and the Glory forever"! 
There is THAT POWER - YOURS TO USE - yours 
to redeem a City, a Nation, a Planet! 

Beloves ones, LOVE that Infinite Mighty 
Being which has sustained you and brought 
you thus far and Who has for you a magnifi 
cent destiny. Love of God, Love of Masters 
and Angels Who have believed in you enough 
to forego the happiness of Perfect Realms! 
Love has drawn more than one of you from the 
very brink of the second death into new life! 
I say this, not only that you may feel grat 
itude toward all the forces and powers that 
contribute so generously to your pilgrimage 
but that you might have new Faith in your- 
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self as an individual and never again say 
"of what use" that Shining One - what dif 
ference one soul! It is a sacrilege before 
the Universe when you have been created and 
sustained for millions of years, because God 
through you, chooses to express some partic 
ular, beautiful manifestation in His Glorious 
Cosmic Plan of Light; to release a perfume 
from your being the like of which has never 
been breathed into the nostril of any Member 
of the Hierarchy. Something is hidden with 
in your soul that has never been in this ev 
olution - some sacred and beautiful manifes 
tation of Life which God and your Presence 
alone know can be externalized! You would 
not, I am sure, longer hold back that Gift 
from the world! 

Be of good cheer, beloved ones, accept 
the opportunity NOW and stand revealed this 
Master Christ Power,this beautiful externa 
lized Being. Kiss the hem of the Robe of 
your Holy Christ Self! Surrender the human 
will, human stubborness, human depression! 
ACCEPT the happiness of doing something for 
Someone Who has loved you as you have never 
known before ! When you love someone on Earth 
service is a joy. It is unfortunate that so 
much of service performed in God's Name is 
performed as "duty", performed in heaviness, 
frustration, restriction and resentment. Do 
you think your Holy Christ Self - that has 
to carry Its Life into the very gutters, Who 
has seen you obey every impulse of the sen 
ses and has never once condemned you - can 
you know happiness when the Spiritual Path 
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is a chore! Common courtesy to this One Who 
loves you is to accept joyously your service 
in the Name of your Lord and make this Shining 
One that I love .... Happy! 

************** 

BELOVED KUTHUMI. •••••• 

May I bring to you the sincere, sweet and 
deep Love which is a magnet that draws from 
the sleeping recesses of your Being, Life 
Eternal! LOVE IS TRULY THE FULFILLMENT OF 
THE LAW BECAUSE THERE IS NO POWER THAT CAN 
DENY IT,NOR FAIL TO RESPOND TO ITS CALL .... 
nor fail to manifest the Perfection of form, 
outline and nature which true Love invoked 
from out the Heart of the Eternal Silence ,! 

Mankind speaks of Love but knows It not! 
Love, as manifested through the Nature of 
Divinity, sees only Perfection through all 
shadow, all distortion of form, all appear 
ances of imperfection. That seeing contain 
ing within itself deep feeling, is an Invoc 
ati ve Power that commands Life to reveal from 
within Itself the Perfection desired. 

It was this Love which Jesus used to com 
mand the appearances that shadowed the Light 
Body to part and reveal the Perfection of 
the Divine Pattern through the flesh. It is 
this Love that has saved many a child of Earth 
from the second death, as sofue Intelligent, 
Loving Being chose to hold fast to the God 
Design for the soul that "believed itself" 
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less than a God Man! 

When the Shepherds of the Race can feel 
that Love for the little ones, as the Master 
feels faith and confidence in the most un 
promising of her children, We shall through 
such loving Guides and Guardians, pour Out 
Love and magnetize the Perfection sleeping 
there until It does arise and come forth to 
meet the Call of Love through the Shepherds' 
hearts. 

And thus it is in the shining Light of 
Kashmir, the Love of God is being taught by 
the Illuminati of the Race. May the students 
embody It and know the happiness of carry 
ing the Presence of Love, as sacredly as the 
Eucharist Itself is carried by the Brothers 
of the Church, in the firm and certain know 
ledge that LOVE so carried cannot be denied. 

********** 

BELOVED MOTHER MARY ••••••• 

Hail Children, Full of Grace,the Lord is 
with thee! Blessed art thou among all the 
children of this Earth! 

That salutation is most fitting, for you 
are nourishing the Christ within you, Which 
is growing to full stature! 

Centuries ago Beloved Gabriel spoke to Me 
before the Birth of the Master Jesus, The 
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Christ, and in that greeting He said "Hail 
Mary, full of Grace, the Lord is with Thee!" 

The Truth which I wish to impress upon your 
consciousness today is the necessity for be 
ing "full of Grace"! 

Grace, as you know, is a Quality of the 
Holy Spirit. It is through the Grace of the 
Father-Mother God that you have embodiment 
at this important hour in Earth's evolution. 
It is through the Grace of the Holy Spirit 
that the Sacred Breath flows through you, 
and it is your bounden responsibility to 
qualitythatPrana, the Elixir of Life, with 
a constructive Radiation. You owe a debt to 
Life, or in other words you must balance your 
Ledger with Good, that Perfection which you 
came forth to release and expand on thi~ 
Earth ... each man must weave his energy in 
to the Over-All Tapestry of Creation! 

I am referred to as your Mother .. and in 
that sacred capacity I have guided and watched 
over you and encouraged you in the development 
of the Christ within. You have now reached 
that stage in your evolution where I can, in 
full confidence, make the statement that dai 
ly you are more fully expressing the Christ, 
as that Golden Man is being allowed to take 
more control! Now the Mother Love in My Be 
ing expands as I see the outpicturing of the 
Immaculate Concept becomes a Reality! My 
Beloved Raphael recently s poke to you of this 
but I feel it bears repetition. The hour 

.for that Expression is at hand! 
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A Mother can never give her children too 
much of the Quality of Pure Divine Love, so 
as I am speaking to you, please visualize a 
Ray of Pink Light flowing from My Heart to 
yours and as you accept It, the intermingling 
of your auras will fill this sacred Sanctu 
ary with Pink Light, which is the Essence of 
Pure Divine Love, As you hold your atten 
tion upon the Activity of that Virtue, the 
vibratory action of every cell of your being 
will be accelerated. 

I recently heard a chela make the state 
ment "Think Pink"! That is an undertaking 
of tremendous importance, for when one"thinks 
Pink" he or she is expanding the Flame of 
Divine Love. As all of the chelas here as 
sembled "Think Pink" during these classes 
they will perform a magnificent service to 
this dear Earth and Her evolutions. Love is 
everywhere present ..• it is the responsi 
bility of the chela to send forth that Radi 
ation to energize that Quality to restore 
this Earth to Her pristine Beauty. 

Many dear and earnest souls do not under 
stand the meaning of Love. . and in their sin 
cere desire to change this troubled Earth, 
they construe Its meaning as Permissiveness. 

Where there is a desire to release Love, 
there is Hope! It is a case of impregnating 
their consciousness with the Flame of God 
Illumination. In most instances,one cannot 
go to the average individual, or a group of 
individuals, and tell them that their ap- 
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proach to the expansion of Love is not com 
mensurable with God's Way of doing this. As 
you see or contact those who require this 
assistance, do not boldly approach them and 
state the Law! It has taken years for the 
Spiritual Hierarchy to assist you at Inner 
Levels and through the worded release, to 
raise your consciousness to a point where 
you now accept the Truth which We present to 
you in fuller measure. When you see indi 
viduals requiring assistance, I counsel you 
to enfold them in the Flame of God Illumina 
tion accompanied by the Radiation of Pure 
Divine Love. 

I counsel all of you, so-called old and 
young, to return to the Spiritual Amenities 
which were once a ritual of daily living ... 
it takes but a moment to say a word of grat 
itude for the food on your table, be it a 
slice of bread or a full meal; and instead 
of rushing out the door at any time you go 
to business, to school, a store or a visit 
to a friend, or a meeting ... ask the Christ 
within to make your radiation a blessing to 
all you pass by. As the Spiritual Essence 
flows from you, you can be sure that God's 
Garden on this Earth is being nourished by 
the Harmony of your Being, and the more 
quickly will the little self decrease as you 
place the Authority in the Heart of the Christ 
Self. This will become evident in your feel 
ing world and those with whom you usually 
come in contact will notice the expanded 
Light which you are generating. Even though 
they utter not a word, they will begin to 
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wonder what is causing the Sunshine of your 
Being to give forth Its Light. Practice in 
the little ways and partake of the Happiness 
which is the Way of the Illumined! 

************ 
BELOVED GOD HIMALAYA •••••••• 

Beloved children, the potent force of Love 
is little understood by the aspirant and yet 
there is no form that can come into being or 
be sustained without the Cohesive Power of 
Love within it which keeps the Elemental Sub 
stance from returning to the Great Unformed. 
The Planet Earth, the Stars in the Heavens, 
the Sun in your sky, the garments that you 
wear are held together by the Presence and 
Power of Love. 

Mankind in a.11 its seeking can never- draw 
to itself the fulness that Life holds until 
the Magnetic Currents of Love within the 
Heart Center are sent forth, over which All 
Good rides into the experience of the Lover. 

To make yourself a Cosmic Center of Love 
is to draw from the Heart of the Great Eter 
nal Father, from the Heart of Lord Buddha, 
Myself, the princely Jesus or the Lady Mary, 
the substance which begins to enter the In 
ner Bodies and the Consciousness and there 
to generate deep below the surface the Di 
vine Vibration of Love. 

When one loves enough, all the supply, all 
the good of the Universe rushes toward the 
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source of that Love for benediction and 
bathes in Its Essence, as happy children 
bathe in a fountain on a hot summer day. When 
one loves enough, both animate and inamimate 
life draws toward the Heart Center of that 
Love because such is the Kingdom of Heaveru 
and from the plant, the mineral, the vege 
table, the animal and the human Kingdoms the 
heart-cry is for the re-establishment of the 
soul and- spirit in that Kingdom from whence 
all have strayed. 

Seeing your endeavors to establish and 
sustain a focus of the Ascended Masters in 
the Western World, I say to you ..• if you 
were to fill your buildings from the founda 
tion beneath the surface of the ground to the 
topmost spar with the substance of Love ( which 
is the natural Pink Flame generated and drawn 
forth from the Three-fold Flame in the Heart 
even as you draw water from a well) ,you would 
draw to yourselves both students and children 
that would tax the capacity of your present 
equipment and facilities and you would ex 
perience opulence of every kind and every 
form. 

True Love is not sentiment .•. It is not 
spasmodic but constant, and can transform 
your activity into a Mountain of Pink Flame 
as high as Mount Everest, and at Its apex 
will stand the crowning Victory of your vi 
sion in the visible Temple to the Lord of 
Life and to His Children. 

From all over the Planet Earth I have drawn 
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the greatest minds and hearts over mountain 
passes inaccessible and dangerous, through 
hardships that you in the western bodies can 
not comprehend, into the fastness of the re 
gions. What, think you, has drawn them? The 
Flame of Love! 

If I could draw people across a nation or 
a continent by that Flame, would you not in 
the accessible region in which your present 
environment has placed you, utilize My Cos 
mic Power to draw this Activity from a small 
number into a Majestic Victory of Love! 

To each of you I give the Power, the Au 
thority and the Responsibility to flood forth 
upon your automobiles, upon your property, 
upon your assets, upon your children and up 
on your students,THE SUBSTANCE OF LOVE, and 
no other qualification will I allow in this 
great opportunity which I place in your hands. 

You can train yourselves to flood from 
the Heart of the Presence that Flame of Love 
that no person nor part of Life can resist 
nor refuse entry into their Hearts for that 
Blessing and Enrichment and in that Bless 
ing and Outpouring, you are increasing the 
Strength and Opulence of your own lifestream 
and drawing it ever closer to the Pink Moun 
tain of Attainment. 

What I have done YOU SHALL DO and you can 
build a great Mountain of Pink Flame, charg- 
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ing and feeding it with the great Flame with 
in your own hearts, amplified with the glo 
rious Pink Flame of Love within the Hearts 
of all Ascended Beings which will flow forth 
to Victorious Accomplishment, as you use It. 

********** 

BELOVED CHARITY •••••• 

My Heart is truly grateful, for through 
Love, We experience the Joy of expanding the 
Borders of the Kingdom of Heaven. It is a 
privilege to be in your midst and to direct 
your attention to the requirement of the 
Cosmic Flame of Charity,which is My respon 
sibility to bring to you and to all Life. 
Few there are who understand the meaning of 
this Virtue and it is My Heartfelt prayer 
that through your attention to the Message 
which I bring, that you will become suffic 
iently enthused to expand your service thru 
the Power of Pure Divine Love- for Love and 
Charity are synonymous. 

Any activity to be really effective must 
carry the radiation of Love, for we well 
know that It is the Cohesive Power of the 
Universe, and without Love any service or 
activity is not of a lasting nature. This 
is evident in the simple example of your 
personal belongings - be it your home, your 
furniture, your attire or other possessions, 
if you do not Love them and take care of them, 
they show the signs of disintegration. A 
jewel which is loved becomes more brilliant 
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through wearing it, 
tended garden yield 
tern. 

One must Love all Life •. all the compon 
ents, the elements which comprise any mani 
festation, through going deeper into the 
Heart of his being and experiencing the 
ONENESS OF ALL LIFE. 

as does the carefully 
the beauty of its pat- 

A man whose heart expresses Love in his 
actions is a charitable man, one who has en 
tered into a deep understanding of the Law 
of Life. I refer to the individual who can 
impersonally Love all Life -- not just that 
part or expression which is pleasing to him. 
The Uni verse would cease to be if the Father 
Mother God were not the All-Loving Principle 
of Life. 

Dear children on the Path, I counsel you 
to open the doors of your feeling world and 
let the Love Element in •.. in greater meas 
ure. You know that the feeling world is the 
Power which propels any idea or activity in 
to manifestation! 

The fact that The Christ should be the 
Divine Director of your lifestream has been 
presented to you these many years and We have 
attempted to drum that Truth into your con 
sciousness ... I say to you with all the em 
phasis of My Being, that the time has arrived 
when you should have advanced sufficiently 
to accept The Christ and be that Perfection 
in Action at all times. Nothing except the 
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human is delaying that Accomplishment. 

I may sound severe but I have a purpose 
in so doing ... you have been under the di 
rection of the Spiritual Hierarchy and have 
received reams of Instruction to raise your 
consciousness to the Christ Estate and it 
is time that you GRADUATED from the human 
into the Divine! 

LET THOSE WHO HA VE HEARTS AND EARS TO HEAR 
ABIDE BY THAT STATEMENT ... NOT TEMPORARILY .. 
BUT FROM THIS MOMENT FORWARD! 

There have been many attitudes dominant 
in man's consciousness through the centu 
ries - man's attitude is the determining 
factor in tuning into and becoming the Ac 
tive Presence of God. One cannot enter half 
heartedly into service to Life ... Remember, 
you are all Children of Love. . born from the 
Heart of an All-Loving Father-Mother God, and 
as the God-Parents sent you forth in Love, 
that Love was accompanied by Faith and Hope. 
This is the triple activity of Faith, Hope 
and Charity (Love) • Always remember that My 
Cosmic Sisters and I stand ready and waiting 
to give assistance to you at all times. 

Why, Oh why, do you hold so tenaciously 
to the human? I humbly pray that you will 
accept the Les$on which I bring to you to 
day. Invoke the Beloved Faith, Beloved Hope 
and Myself to assist you. Invite Us as 
Friends into your heart .•. contemplate Our 
Service to Life and get the realization that 
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We are in this Universe for a purpose .. and 
that purpose is to be fulfilled through the 
Life evolving on this Earth! 

We are in a period of Cosmic Change and 
there is much sifting and sorting taking 
place. Are you ready to embrace and BE Lov 
ing Charity at all times? You, and you alone, 
through the use of Free Will, will determine 
into which category of Training you will be 
placed! 

************** 

And in conclusion, the Counsel of 
THE LORD OF THE WORLD -- 

BELOVED GAUTAMA 
When you embody the Essence of Pure Di vine 

Love and have It become the Balancing Power 
of your being, you will know that the way 
has been paved for you to go forward in the 
Light ... looking neither left nor right .. 
nor down, upon another part of Life ... just 
blessing the Immortal Three-fold Flame, the 
Balancing Activity of Life - the Love Prin 
ciple of The Almighty within their beings. 


